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Abstract

Background: The purpose of this study was to determine to what extent the whole volumes of abdominal
subcutaneous (ASAT) and visceral adipose tissue (VAT) of patients with obesity can be predicted by using data of
one body half only. Such a workaround has already been reported for dual-energy x-ray absorption (DEXA) scans
and becomes feasible whenever the field of view of an imaging technique is not large enough.

Methods: Full-body abdominal MRI data of 26 patients from an obesity treatment center (13 females and 13 males,
BMI range 30.8–41.2 kg/m2, 32.6–61.5 years old) were used as reference (REF). MRI was performed with IRB approval
on a clinical 1.5 T MRI (Achieva dStream, Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands). Segmentation of adipose tissue was
performed with a custom-made Matlab software tool. Statistical measures of agreement were the coefficient of
determination R2 of a linear fit.

Results: Mean ASATREF was 12,976 (7812–24,161) cm
3 and mean VATREF was 4068 (1137–7518) cm

3. Mean half-body
volumes relative to the whole-body values were 50.8% (48.2–53.7%) for ASATL and 49.2% (46.3–51.8%) for ASATR.
Corresponding volume fractions were 56.4% (51.4–65.9%) for VATL and 43.6% (34.1–48.6%) for VATR. Correlations of
ASATREF with ASATL as well as with ASATR were both excellent (R2 > 0.99, p < 0.01). Corresponding correlations of
VATREF were marginally lower (R2 = 0.98 for VATL, p < 0.01, and R2 = 0.97 for VATR, p < 0.01).

Conclusions: In conclusion, abdominal fat volumes can be reliably assessed by half-body MRI data, in particular the
subcutaneous fat compartment.
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Background
The increasing worldwide prevalence of obesity poses
serious health and economic problems [1]. Obesity is
characterized by the abundance of ectopic adipose tissue,
which can be divided into visceral and subcutaneous fat
with specific metabolic functions [2]. Visceral obesity is
generally considered to have a negative impact on health
resulting in an increased risk for cardiometabolic dis-
eases such as diabetes mellitus type 2 or atherosclerosis,
whereas excess subcutaneous fat is still discussed con-
troversially [3, 4]. Various clinical trials have already
used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to non-
invasively characterize obesity [5]. Visceral and other

ectopic fat volumes are usually quantified by segmenta-
tion of multiplanar images derived from computed tom-
ography or magnetic resonance imaging. Quantitative
measures of body composition can be essential for the
monitoring of therapeutic approaches of patients with
obesity such as sport interventions [6], pharmacological
trials [7] or bariatric surgery [8–11].
For larger patients, the imaging field of view (FOV) of

an MRI system (typically 50–55 cm) may be too small to
cover the whole body laterally. Moreover, field distor-
tions, spatial inhomogeneities of the applied electromag-
netic pulses and imaging artefacts at the edges of the
FOV may preclude proper image analysis. Dual energy
X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) measurements are also
subject to weight and scan area restrictions for patients
with obesity [12].
Surrogate DEXA measurements of one body half only

have already been proposed in the mid-1990s to overcome
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these limitations [12, 13]. Considering the approximate
mirror symmetry of the human body (with respect to the
median plane), we hypothesized that the total abdominal
subcutaneous adipose tissue volume can be predicted by
half-body data only. The goal of this work was to test this
hypothesis for patients with obesity where the available
MRI data still covers the entire lateral body.

Methods
Study population
MRI data at 1.5 T were available from a total of 224 pa-
tients (60 male) from an interventional clinical trial on
obesity at a single institutional research center. Subjects
with a BMI above 30 kg/m2 (inclusion criterion) under-
went MRI as part of a clinical characterization for the
local obesity biobank. No additional imaging was per-
formed for this retrospective analysis. Thirty-six of the
male patients (60%) were excluded because subcutane-
ous fat amounts on any of the abdominal MR images
(slice thickness 10 mm) were not fully contained within
the field of view or showed image artifacts that pre-
vented precise segmentation. Another 11 male patients
were excluded because the upper landmark for the seg-
mentation of abdominal subcutaneous fat (vertrebra
T9, see below) was not included in the trial dataset.
The remaining 13 male patients were matched for age
to 13 female patients. The mean BMI was 34.3 (range
30.8–41.2) kg/m2.

Magnetic resonance imaging
Data were acquired on a standard clinical system that
was upgraded from 1.5 to 3 Tesla throughout the ori-
ginal clinical trial (Achieva XR and dSTREAM, Philips,
Best, Netherlands). For this analysis, however, we only
considered one field strength (1.5 T) to reduce variabil-
ity. Patients were examined in supine position with arms
on the side and images were acquired in breath-hold
technique (expiration) using the whole-body coil for sig-
nal reception. Fat-sensitive transverse MR images (two-
point Dixon sequence, slice thickness 10 mm, interslice
gap 0.5 mm) were acquired to minimally include the ab-
dominal region between diaphragm and pelvic floor
using two contiguous stacks of 25 images each. Our
measurement of abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue
(ASAT) volume, however, relied on a fixed landmark
(vertebra T9) rather the more variable position of the
diaphragm as recommended by Ulrich et al. [14]. Fur-
ther technical details, including all relevant MR parame-
ters, can be found in a previous report [15, 16].

Image analysis
A custom-made software tool was used to semi-
automatically segment the half-body adipose tissue areas
after proper marking of the median line. This tool was

developed under the Matlab-based Dicomflex framework
[17] and is available in the Github software repository
(https://github.com/Stangeroll/Dicomflex). Validation
against a reference software was reported earlier [18].
The abdominal adipose tissue areas were identified by a
trained experienced reader (A.H.) on all transverse slices
(see above). Figure 1 shows an example of such a
segmentation.
The fully segmented abdominal subcutaneous and vis-

ceral adipose tissue served as reference standard (ASA-
TREF and VATREF). At the level of lumbar vertebra 4 or
5 between the dorsal aspect of the processus spinosus
and the center of the corresponding vertebra, a reference
median line dividing total ASAT into proper left and
right portions (ASATL and ASATR) was drawn manu-
ally. This line was digitally pasted into all slices but
could be modified in each slice to correct for potential
scoliotic deformations.

Statistical analysis
Left and right half-body volumes were then plotted
against the reference volumes. A linear fit yielded spe-
cific slopes and intercepts that can be regarded as con-
version parameters between half and full measures:

ASATEST−½L=R� ¼ ASAT½L=R� � 1= f ASAT−½L=R�
þ bASAT−½L=R� ð1Þ

VATEST− L=R½ � ¼ VAT L=R½ � � 1= f VAT−½L=R�
þ bVAT−½L=R� ð2Þ

where the index [L/R] denotes either the left or the right
body side, ASATEST-[L/R] and VATEST-[L/R] are the esti-
mated total fat volumes, ASAT[L/R] and VAT[L/R] are the
partially measured volumes and fASAT-[L/R] and
bASAT-[L/R] are the slope [no unit] and intercept [unit of
volume] parameters of the corresponding linear fits.
Statistical measures of agreement were the coefficient

of determination R2 of a linear fit, and Bland-Altman
analyses between measured and predicted values. A
Shapiro-Wilk statistic was considered to test for a nor-
mal distribution of the respective differences. A two-
sided T-test was used to compare both genders in
regards to BMI and age. All statistical analyses were per-
formed with SPSS 24 (IBM, Armonk, NY) and p-values
below 0.05 were considered to be significant.

Results
Data of 13 female and 13 male individuals were in-
cluded. Mean BMI was 34.3 (range 30.8–41.2) kg/m2

and mean age was 50.0 (range 32.6–61.5) years. Gender-
specific patient characteristics are provided in Table 1.
There was no statistical difference in age (p = 0.571) or
BMI (p = 0.525) between genders. Image segmentation
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and determination of VATREF, VATL, VATR, ASATREF,
ASATL and ASATR could be successfully performed for
all patients. Definition of the median line took about 2
min and total segmentation time was about 12 min per
patient. Mean volumes of abdominal subcutaneous
(ASATREF) and visceral adipose tissue (VATREF) were
12,976 (range 7812 – 24,161) cm3 and 4068 (1137 –
7518) cm3, respectively. Mean volumes of ASATL and
ASATR were 6605 (3799 – 12,579) cm3 and 6370 (4013–
11,582) cm 3. Mean volumes of VATL and VATR were
2272 (611–3859) cm3 and 1795 (526–3654) cm3. Figure 2
illustrates the linear correlation between ASATL and
ASATREF. Coefficients of determination were R2 > 0.99
over all patients. Values of ASATEST-L were significantly
higher in females compared to males (15,020 vs. 10,932
cm3). Coefficients R2 between either ASATL or ASATR

with ASATREF were very high (0.99) and did not differ
significantly between genders. In contrast, correlations
between ASATL and BMI were poor for both females
(R2 = 0.26, p < 0.01) and males (R2 = 0.35, p < 0.01).
Considering VAT, females had a significantly (p < 0.01)

lower mean volume (2787 cm3) than males (5350 cm3).
Coefficients of determination between VATL or VATR

with VATREF were both very good (R2 = 0.98 and 0.97,
respectively, both p < 0.01). For VATR, R

2 was slightly
better for males (R2 = 0.95) than for females (R2 = 0.90).
Correlation with BMI was moderate in males (R2 = 0.46)
and practically not given in females (R2 = 0.05).
Conversion parameter sets were {f ASAT-L = 0.5253,

bASAT-L = − 211.1 cm3}, {f ASAT-R = 0.4747, bASAT-R =
211.1 cm3}, {f VAT-L = 0.5207, bVAT-L = 154.1 cm3} and {f
VAT-R = 0.4793, bVAT-R = -154.1 cm3}. Mean values of the
derived estimates were VATEST-L = 4069.2, VATEST-R =
4068.4, ASATEST-L = 12,976.4 and ASATEST-R 12,976,2.
As a prerequisite for Bland-Altman analysis, the null hy-
pothesis of volume differences coming from a normally
distributed population could not be rejected (p-values
between 0.051 and 0.931). The Bland-Altman plots for
the left side (Fig. 2c and d) reveal a balanced distribution
over the whole range of fat values with standard devia-
tions of 361 cm3 and 267 cm3 for ASAT and VAT,
respectively.

Discussion
Quantification of abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue
(ASAT) in patients with obesity is typically compromised
by imaging limitations. Earlier reports of partial coverage
of abdominal adipose tissue focused on either single slice
or partial volume quantification and where mainly con-
centrating on visceral adipose tissue [15, 16, 19–21].
Therefore, the main objective of this study was to imple-
ment and evaluate a technique that estimates the ASAT
volume of a patient from half-body data only. Here, valid-
ation was only performed for MRI datasets where the
lateral body parts were fully contained in the FOV. Larger
patients, in which these parts would normally be cut off,
could then be placed with a lateral offset on the MRI table
(see Fig. 3) to fully include one body half instead, preferen-
tially the left one.
Our results revealed an excellent correlation between

ASATREF volumes and estimates from ASATL or ASATR

with a slightly better agreement on the left side. This
finding agrees with results from dual-energy X-ray ab-
sorptiometry [12] and also supports the assumption of a
nearly symmetric ASAT distribution. Despite the pro-
nounced lateral asymmetry of abdominal organs like the
liver or spleen, VAT may still be predicted by half-body
data. This may be explained by the observation that
VAT is predominantly found in the lower two thirds of
the abdomen where intestinal and pelvic structures show

Fig. 1 Quantification of abdominal adipose tissue in MRI. a
Screenshot of the segmentation software (Matlab). The manually
drawn median line is meant to separate the two body halves.
Colored lines mark the outer (yellow) and inner (blue) ASAT
boundaries and a contour (red) encompassing the VAT components.
The tool is available from an online repository (https://github.com/
Stangeroll/Dicomflex). b Distribution of partial ASAT volumes for left
and right body halves as a function of relative (axial) slice
number for all subjects (slice spacing: 10.5 mm). Outer, middle and
inner vertical marks represent maximum, median and minimum
values. Slice position 0 corresponds to the level of the umbilicus
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no distinct lateral preference. VAT volumes next to the
liver and spleen are rather asymmetric but make up a
small amount of total VAT only. In males, VATR should
be preferred for VAT prediction; in females, differences
between VATL and VATR were only marginal.
Our pilot study has some limitations. Like in other

studies involving MRI segmentation of adipose tissue
areas [18, 22], our sample size is relative small. Although
the original trial data included patients with a maximum
BMI of 57 kg/m2, the strict inclusion criteria applied for
validation here (all ASAT boundaries within FOV, no ar-
tifacts, available MRI data at position T9) resulted in an
effective BMI range of 30–41 kg/m2 only. The good
agreement may therefore not hold for subjects with
higher degrees of obesity. Our semi-automatic segmen-
tation tool has been used for all clinical analyses as well

and requires more processing time than the latest fully-
automated approaches [23, 24]. Data were deliberately
analyzed by one operator only to exclude variations dur-
ing interactive segmentation and median-line definition.
Results of our retrospective analysis were not validated
against an independent method. Also, DEXA scans had
been excluded from the clinical study protocol to avoid
application of ionizing radiation. Ultrasound was not
considered either because the underlying accuracy is also
low [25]. Despite the limited availability and higher com-
plexity, MRI is used increasingly and even referred to as
a gold standard for the quantification of adipose tissue.
Furthermore, the presented results should be transfer-
able to computed tomography, which comprises an al-
most identical imaging geometry.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented a unique workaround
method to reliably quantify abdominal adipose tissue in
patients with higher grades of obesity using MRI. It is of
particular value for ASAT but may also be used to
estimate VAT with slightly lower accuracy. We believe
that this simple half-body MRI volumetry has a high
practical value for characterization of obesity, both in
research and treatment.
Future work should be directed towards an independent

validation, a more standardized image segmentation and a
potential definition of normative values like the ones

Fig. 2 Correlation of half-body and full-body ASAT and VAT measurements. Linear fits through the data (a and b) are represented by solid lines.
Coefficients of determination were R2 = 0.99 for ASAT (a) and R2 = 0.98 for VAT (b). Corresponding Bland-Altman plots for ASAT (c) and VAT (d)
reveal good agreement between both methods

Table 1 Patient characteristics

Females Males

Count 13 13

Age [years] 49.0 (3.9–61.0) 50.9 (32.6–61.5)

BMI [kg/m2] 34.9 (31.4–37.3) 33.7 (30.8–41.2)

ASATREF [cm
3] 15,020 (10,672 – 24,161) 10,932 (7812 –16,349)

VATREF [cm
3] 2786 (1137 – 4174) 5350 (3282 –7513)

Data of age and BMI are presented as mean and corresponding range
Presented p values are derived from a t-Test on equality of variances
BMI body mass index, ASATREF reference abdominal subcutaneous adipose
tissue (volume), VATREF reference visceral adipose tissue (volume)
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recently reported for a normal-weight Swiss population
[14]. Our Matlab tool, the source code and the corre-
sponding framework are therefore available from a Github
repository (https://github.com/Stangeroll/Dicomflex) to
facilitate further efforts along that line [17].
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